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Ash is a former clan alpha who's been alone for a long time--until he runs across a strange omega
in the forest near his home. He takes the stranger in and nurses him to health, only to find that he's
on the run from his own clan over a forced mating.The two have an instant connection, and the
sudden onset of heat lands Rayne in Ash's bed. A surprise pregnancy leaves both of them unsure
where they stand, and that's only the start of their problems. With Rayne's jealous ex lurking in the
shadows and the future of a whole community of werewolves on the line, will Ash be able to step up
and take another shot at being a leader? And if he does, will the Full Moon Falls clan accept him as
their new alpha after years without one?
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What a great surprise! When I read the blurb I was thinking that I already knew how this story would
go, that it would be just like the others in the "runaway omega" (fleeing from an unwanted arranged
mating into the arms of a manly alpha protector) trope. I was really pleased to find that this was
different. We do have the runaway omega but the alpha who finds him and cares for him isn't a
muscled, growling textbook alpha but wise, kind, gentle, and smart, ready to shelter Rayne even

when he doesn't have a pack/clan to back him up. Ash, the alpha, is a great character. He is a
natural leader and a long-time student of werewolf lore. He is a considerate and consummate love.
He gives Rayne space yet is always there supporting him. I liked seeing Ash's interactions, both big
and small, with the rest of the characters in the story. Rayne wasn't the typical delicate, shy omega
either. He was smart and strategic and thought beyond himself. I enjoyed the way that the
relationship developed between these two. There were several elements that necessarily
accelerated it but it wasn't an fated mates/insta-love story. I was so glad that I didn't dismiss this
story and I encourage others not to either.

E.J. Waugh you write such interesting characters, I love your stories! It seems to me that your
stories are more about how the characters grow than about angst. Your characters are beyond
sweet, they are intelligent and strive to understand the dilemma and how to solve it.Ash was a lone
alpha, the last of his clan but held certain ethics, morals and standards that he had learned growing
up in his clan. Rayne was an omega who's mother gave him to an undesirable alpha. Rayne ran
away with terrible wounds to his neck from the undesirable alpha trying to claim him. This is a story
about 2 characters and their love story. Loved it!

I really enjoyed and loved reading this beautiful book it was so lovely written. I loved the relationship
between Ash and Rayen. I loved that they got their happy ending and their happy little family at the
end too. I loved the twists and turns and the edge of the seat action too. I got the second in this
series too and I can't wait to read it too. I will recommend this book and series to everybody I know
and to all my friends too. ðŸ‘•

This is a new author for me so was not sure what to expect. I was very happy with my choice. This
was a well written book. The characters are nicely developed and it had a great storyline. I am
looking forward to what comes next.

This was a really good story of O/A love, mating and bonding. Rayne is found by Ash an alpha near
death as another alpha tried to force a mating bite on him. Ash takes Rayne into his home and his
territory and gives him his protection. Mpreg happens and Lucus the bad alpha shows up to take
Rayne back. Thee is angst, fear, violence, bonding, mating Mpreg, love, protection and gay sex.
The story needed some proof reading as there are some grammatical errors. Good read.

I love how tender and gentle Ash was. Rayne and Ash deserved to be together and their baby was
awesome.I like the author's way telling the story and it was so easy for me to understand since
english is not my first language!^^Thank youuuuuu

I like this shifter world view better than some others I've read. They still have Alphas and Omegas
but the dynamic is different and the power between the two is better balanced. The one weak point
is one common to many shifter stories, and that is that the authors are misinformed concerning
canine physiology and are blindingly inaccurate when discussing sex, the penis and the canine
knotting.

I really enjoyed this refreshing look at a world with werewolves. The fact that the author leaves the
Omega as the one making mating choices and it isn't a typical rarh, strong alpha, weak omega and
typical tropes is nice. Nicely written. I look forward to the next book.
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